
Users guide to 
Costa Rica…or 

“ things about Costa Rica 
that even the natives 
won’t tell you.”
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Many people visiting Costa Rica for the first (or even the 
second or third times) really have no idea what life in 
Costa Rica is “really” like.  

And how would they?…
unless they lived there 
or have spent consid-
erable time there.   The 
average conception of 
Costa Rica is that it is ALL 
smiles and sunsets…
there is no trash on the 
beach , no crime that will ever touch you AND that the 
weather is perfect and the waves always break the right 
way. 

And actually, if you intend to visit Costa Rica only once 
or twice in your life…you might as well stop reading 
right now…unless, of course, you like a good education.

We all know, without much doubt, that Costa Rica is 
one of the most biologically diverse countries on the 
planet…the country has no standing army, its president 

has won the Nobel peace prize, and boasts the long-
est running democracy in all of Latin America.  And 

if you want a great vacation…you really can’t 
beat Costa Rica.



But what goes on behind the scenes?   What is it like to live here?   What can you “really” expect if you move to  
Costa Rica…or visit for any length of time?

•        There are no addresses in Costa Rica…think about this…how do 
you find where you are going or how do you get your bills or your mail?
•        Guess what…there is NOT mail delivery.   Bills are paid at a specific 
location on a specific date with no deviation…or online. 

•        Not everyone has a car in Costa Rica…at least half of the population 
rides the bus or walks.   Public transportation here is huge.

•        NOT everyone understands English as a lot of websites claim…
maybe ten percent.   Everyone speaks one or two words, but not much 
more. 

•        Costa Ricans ( Ticos ) do NOT all like Americans.   Surprise!   There is a lot of resentment here that is just 
below the surface. 

•        While Costa Rica is a democracy, there is a VERY small , rich upper class…a still small but growing middle 
class…and a huge, much poorer, lower class.   

•        The bureaucracies in Costa Rica are maddening …and non-
sensical.   None of them make sense in any way shape or form.   You 
would think , logically, that they would be organized…but virtually 
no governmental organizations ( an oxymoron) make any sense at 
all.  Everyone whines about them…but nothing ever changes.    You 
would think, for example, that banks would be thrilled to take your 
money…think again and plan on spending at LEAST a minimum of 
six hours providing paperwork just to give them your money.   



•        Corruption…it exists and is accepted.   It is not huge but 
goes on everywhere.   Not always acknowledged though.

•        Costa Rica is not a rich country…consequently a lot of 
things that we take for granted…like proper sewage …or 
good roads everywhere…or well organized municipal gov-
ernments…simply do not exist here ( in most instances) be-
cause of lack of money.  Costa Rica is not a third world coun-
try…but it is not a “first world” country either.

•        In recent months the Costa Rican government has made 
it very very clear that the United States is not the only game 
in town any longer…the Chinese have made huge inroads 
into Costa Rica and will continue to play a more important 
part.  Same with other nations including Venezuela, Cuba 
and others.

•        Crime is increasing in Costa Rica…as most other plac-
es in the world.   Most rural areas are still secure and great 
places to live but the larger cities are horrible.   Drug use is 
increasing .  Crime IS on the rise here and it is important to 
recognize its existence.

•        Certain commodities are controlled by companies and 
individuals who do not play by the rules…their prices are 
NOT a function of free trade and competition…and yes, 
the government condones it.   Good examples are gaso-
line, steel, concrete…none of these prices have declined 
by more than 5% to the endusers even though the raw materials have 
declined markedly in cost.   Fair?   Of course not, but really…no one complains.  ( that’s another topic for discus-
sion!) 



•        The things that most of us t ake for granted…i.e., internet, good phone service, water,  roads, and reliable 
electricity are NOT always available.   Always do significant homework BEFORE purchasing…particularly in a 
“preconstruction” phase development OR remote area.   The amenities you have been promised may never ar-
rive.

•        Ticos are HORRIBLE drivers…you would expect the opposite but behind the wheel aggression and stupid-
ity seem to rule.

These are but a few of the everyday things that most people who vacation her do 
not see.   Or ever find out about.   And …if you are planning on living here…or even 
renting here for any length of time…you SHOULD know about these things.

“How much do you REALLY want to know about 
Costa Rica?”

When Rhonda and  I first moved to Costa Rica our first impressions were that 
there were no real problems and that everyone was at least relatively happy 
and , sure the country had a few problems, but for the most part all was fine.   
The “typical” problems that most “gringos” encounter…the problems with 
long lines and the manyana attitude…are what nearly all encounter.   And 
it is the type A’s that have the most problems adapting.  Face it, we are used 

to efficiency and getting “what we want…when we want it.”   Honestly, 
I still have a hard time when I see how businesses are run here but hey, 
I am a guest here and the two of us moved here in order to experience 
and enjoy another culture.   If you are aware that things work complete-
ly differently and at a different pace…you will be much happier.   DO 
NOT EXPECT A JUNIOR VERSION OF THE STATES OR “back home”…if you 
do…you will be in for a disappointment and will probably not last here. 



Another huge part of the culture in Costa Rica that visitors virtually never see but everyone who lives here 
knows intimately is the Costa Rica (Tico) marketplace of commissions.   Because so much of the culture is de-
pendent upon tradition and resistant to change…a system of barter and commissions has evolved in order to 
facilitate commerce here.   ; Say Jose wants to sell his vehicle…he can put an ad in the paper ( but that means 
spending money and Ticos are notorious penny pinchers ) so…he puts a sign in his car AND he tells his friends.   
And slowly the tentacles grow.   Whoever is then responsible for providing the introduction of the ultimate 
buyer will receive a commission… anywhere from 2-5% of the sales price. 
 

Now…you’re probably saying that this 
is no big deal and seems like a pretty 
smart way to sell your product.   BUT…
what happens if your friend Luis recom-
mends a piece of property that he says 
is a fantastic price.   Think about this…is 
he recommending the property because 
it IS a great deal OR simply to get a com-
mission?   That is the problem.  YOU END 
UP NOT KNOWING WHO TO TRUST OR 
WHO TO BELIEVE.

Another major problem that affects virtually every facet of life in Costa Rica…especially as it relates to those 
of us living here…is the Tico personality.   Ticos are NOT the same as gringos…   The same qualities that make 
Ticos ( Costa Ricans) great acquaintances and friends do not necessarily translate into the same type of per-
sonalities that we are all used to.   Ticos for the most part are passive and will do almost anything to make their 
guests ( or friends) comfortable and happy.   BUT…and here is where things get sticky…many Ticos will agree 
with you or “tell you what they think you want to hear.”



Sounds stupid , doesn’t it?   I didn’t believe it either for at least a year after we arrived.   But the longer we are here, 
the more evidence we see of the above…every day.   Ticos DO want to make everyone happy…I have heard 
an attorney tell me “it is not my job to be an adversary or to cause problems…my job is to make EVERYONE 
happy.”   Honest.   Hey, I am sorry but if someone wrongs me or perhaps doesn’t want to pay his bill…I want my 
money…I simply don’t care if he is happy.  But that is not the popular thinking here.     I will get heat for saying 
this publically…but this is a fact…TICOS WILL ALMOST ALWAYS TELL YOU WHAT YOU WANT TO HEAR.    Stupid?   
…maybe.   But it is reality here…get used to it.   It is illogical and nonsensical…but it is part of the culture.   So 
don’t necessarily think that it is good thing that everyone here seems to agree with you…it may not be. 

The above being said…the next logical step is that “most Ticos are passive aggressive”…you will never know 
when they are upset or angry because feelings are NOT necessarily demonstrative…they are held in.   Ticos 
typically do not confront problems…they avoid them and deal with them later… if at all.    Confrontation and 
problem solving are NOT part of the culture here.   And please understand, this is NOT criticism…just a state-
ment of what is.   And it does not affect absolutely everyone…just the majority of people here.  

Ticos are not used to confrontation .   I have seen grown men cry when confronted with wrongdoing.   Some-
one stealing from me was asked “what are you going to do about this situation?”…the response was tears and 
no an swer.   This is the norm.   AND, if you raise your voice to most Ticos…they will walk away…or if they stand 
and listen…they will be gone for good tomorrow.   Do not expect Ticos to react to our management styles as 
people “back home” do.  

Hard to swallow?  Most who live in 
Costa Rica really don’t have much 
contact with this behavior.   It is 
more of a “that is just the way it is” 
and an acceptance rather than an 
understanding.   We say “it is what 
it is” a lot.  



This passive aggressive behavior translates oftentimes into national policy and makes for the same type of gov-
ernment as the personalities of most people.   People in Costa Rica complain…but rarely do anything about 
their complaints.   Everyone admits that the bureaucracies are horrible…that crime is horrible…that prices are 
too high…the internet service is terrible…the lines are too long…BUT no one really complains…they ACCEPT 
the way things are.   

I personally hate to see people accept something which is unacceptable…BUT this is their choice.   I do not 
vote here and if the majority of the people feel they have to accept substandard service or a poor justice sys-
tem ( i.e., soaring crime rates) then 
this is their choice.   But honestly , 
sometimes you really want to say 
“hey, this is a democracy…if you 
are tired of too much crime…tell 
your elected officials to do some-
thing!”   Maybe some day it will 
happen.   But those of us who live 
here watch it…and oftentimes 
simply shake our heads…because 
there really isn’t anything that we 
can do.   We mumble the Serenity 
Prayer a lot:   “God grand me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, the courage the change the 
things I can, and the wisdom to know the difference.”

I have heard a lot of gringos here say that they believe Ticos (Costa Ricans) are bigots.   Almost everytime you 
turn around you hear the “illegal Nicas” (Nicaraguans) being blamed for almost every problem under the sun 
here…or the Columbians, or the Mexicans…and so on.    Ticos are comfortable with only what they know for 
certain…in their own small world.   Anything outside of that …because it is different and strange…is “bad”.   
Someone who lives in Alajuela will always tell you that people from Grecia are “queer” or people from Poas 



“smoke too much and have red cheeks” or women from Naranjo “are the ugliest in the country”.   These stere-
otypes are not just uttered by a few…they are wide-
spread.   “The reason that there is so much crime on 
the Caribbean side is because there are so many black 
people.”   Everyone has heard this one…and in actuality 
crime is not higher there despite what most say.   

Ticos believe and repeat many of the same things.    Does 
it mean they are bad…or bigots?   Of course not…it 
simply means that you should take many of the things 
that are taken as gospel here…with a grain of salt.

Our daughter has been told by her nanny ( for our 
grandkids) that a dream of snakes portends an immediate death…or that a cat in the house will result in the 
quick death of a baby “because everyone knows that cats will sleep on the baby’s face and suffocation will re-
sult.”   Our former son in law was deathly afraid of praying mantises because his mother told him “horrifying 
stories” that if he touched one , he would turn into Juan ( praying mantises were called “juan” in her stories. )

This next item is something that everyone who lives in Costa Rica knows intimately.   ALL GRINGOS HAVE 
MONEY TREES BACK HOME…which simply means that we all have more money than we know what to do with.   
This is logical but often carried to the extreme here.   I have heard from several sources ( Tico and gringo) that 
churches and priests will actually teach that it is OK to steal or relieve gringos of their “excess dollars” because 
people in Costa Rica deserve them more….and “after all, the rich gringos will not even miss what we take.”

This leads directly into the “two tier pricing system” which exists in Costa Rica.   When I started writing about 
it nearly 7 years ago…people would vehemently deny that it existed.   Now?   Everyone acknowledges it and 
prices for Costa Ricans and gringos are even posted in some places ( hotels are a good example ).   Land is al-
ways marked up for the gringos…(after all, we have so much money…that we will never know the difference!)   



This should be logical and really, it goes on almost everywhere in the world.   We often think it is incongruous 
and almost totally out of place because “Ticos are so nice and friendly…the y would never do that.”   Many will 
…many won’t.    It simply pays to be careful…whether you are buying land…building a house…paying for a 
meal…buying furniture…almost anything.   

Should any of the above deter you from moving to Costa Rica…or buying or renting here?

We don’t think so…and we live here.   There are irritations no matter where one lives.   We wouldn’t trade our 
lives here for another life anywhere in the world.   Ever since we moved here…we have seen our glass as “half 
full” rather than “half empty .”

Life in Costa Rica…with all the “bad and ugly” is far better ( at least for us ) than the alternative.

Pura vida!

Randy and Rhonda

WWW.CR-HOME.COM

office toll free:  1-877-614-8079     home toll free: 1-877-247-3014       


